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ABSTRACT

Cloud computing is an expression which is used by IT server companies to exchange computing needs as an asymmetrical service of relation for the final receivers of these services. All the models of the cloud computing depend on the resource sharing on the network due to regarding access integrity economic scale. Generally, in most technologies related to the IT, the most important challenge is security. It is particularly more emphasized in cloud computing as the inaccessible control of the final user data cause that the user needs more assure to use and accept this technology. In this case, a lot of efforts are done from service providers (servers), scientific association and so on … in facilitating security issues. In this paper, the methods of data security in cloud computing are discussed by using particular ways. The main goal of this research is to provide strategies for solving related issues and problem of data security which is one of the main goal of sub-structures of data security in cloud computing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent year the cloud computing one of famous term which has emerged since 2006. The Cloud allows users to use and sharing a mass of software and hardware as well as data resource regarding their applications and services[1].The main idea of passing data computing system such as Client/Server and distributed system to cloud computing were the advantages which include reducing costs, more flexibility, automation promotion, integrating data and security[2]. Of course, passage of this term not only mean that the technology of cloud computing doesn't completely put aside the old computing methods such as Grid, Autonomic, Client/Server model, Main Frame, Utility or even Peer to Peer computing systems, but also in most cases, it uses to cooperate these old technologies for making main structure. Lary Alison, the chief executive offices of Oracle Co. noted that "cloud computing is something which we already use without applying any effect on it, except the changes of words in our ads”; It confirms this claim[3]. At the other side, it needs hard work and attempt to remove and substitute old technologies with new and modern ones. Nowadays, in IT world, one of the most prominent security issues in different levels is software and hardware, so, due to the expansion of cloud computing system, the needs for security in different levels is necessary. So, in this article, we discuss about one of the branches of the security and privacy of data by using several particular methods.
The security is referred to data confidentiality or security, data accuracy, integrity and availability which considered important issues for servers. Without proper security considerations very high probability fiasco; Therefore, security issues should be clearly defined in a cloud to avoid the problems that arise [4]. The feature of data security is one of the most challenging and in-process research processes in cloud computing. If hosted-data trade existed in Cloud Service Provider (CSP), we need to make control on data toward the external server by relative security. There are methods to keep main data secure which rely on encrypting techniques and also increase confidence. However, these encryption techniques cause the increase of overload computing. This overhead would increase as data was distributed among several CSP [5]. When security term is discussed in cloud computing and its involved fundamental parts, integrity, data confidentiality and accuracy, many questions would be provided to achieve above-mentioned goals which include as follow:

Which agency and organization is responsible for addressing the failure of commitments of servers? Where must be placed the data and is there a relationship between the sensitivity of data and the type of encrypting and data place? Is data protected due to the paid costs? Is the cloud provider the only responsible for maintaining security and does anyone else in cloud user, country or even international institution responsible in this issue? Which mechanisms and lines can provide access to remote data for users? Is there balance between imposed overhead, financial costs and data importance due to the imposed additional overhead and to maintain security? And finally which mechanisms and policies will be done about trade off? Is data stored as integrated and in a particular place or in different domains? How the security limitations and conditions are be considered in each cases? Which mechanisms will be used for encrypting and security of data? And whether mechanisms will guarantee security? In this article we’re going to answer some of these questions.

2. LAYERS OF CLOUD AND IMPLEMENTATION MODEL

The CL-ACC providers provide their services according to 3 models: Interface as a service (Iaas), platform as a service (Paac), and software as a service (Saas) (Figure 1).
2.1. Interface as a Service (IaaS)

Infrastructure is used as the basic model of cloud service. Cloud servers provide storage media, firewalls, computing load balancing and networks in a virtual context. The providers of this model provide demand resources in a large database. The local network which includes IP address can be used as a secure computing space domain. For doing cloud computing in expanded networks, it can be used internet context and VPN lines as well [6, 7, 8, 9].

2.2. Platform as a Service (PaaS)

In this model, cloud providers produce a computing platform or a mass of solutions which include operating system, programming language runtime environment, database and web service provider to the final user [6,7,8,9]. The developers of applied programs can promote or apply their software in a cloud platform without cost and marketing difficulties and management software and hardware levels. Under a platform as a service, the scale of computing and storage resources are done as automatic in accordance to the users demands, so , the user doesn't do it manually[6,7,8,9].

2.3. Software as a Service (SaaS)

In this model, the cloud computing providers installed and run the applications inside the cloud and the users may have access to the software through the cloud client. By eliminating the needs to install and run applications in the cloud, it is easy to maintain and support computer systems of the users. However, the difference between cloud applications and the other usual programs are their flexibility [6,7,8,9]. This can be done either by dividing the tasks in the number of virtual machines during running time to apply requested changes or by using a load balancer in cloud computing which distributed on a series of virtual machine and resulted in reducing traffic [6,7,8,9]. This process will be clear for the user who perceived just a single access point. For using more users, the cloud application can be used in multipurpose, as each machine provides service for more than one user [6,7,8,9].

In the mentioned level, the levels of security in the cloud computing at different points the users and the service providers should be responsibilities for them [10]. According to National Institution of Standard and Technology (NIST) definition,, cloud settlement models are divided to four main subgroups:

- Public Cloud

Public cloud represents its main and traditional meaning which leased to the users in a limited scope by using dynamic internet lines, in order to have access to cloud [11,12,13]. In public cloud such as public computing model, the user of public services (such as phone and electricity lines) uses a specific services a specified fee [11,12,13].

- Community Cloud

In some cases, as a full-service provider can't meet its obligations, it will be used by community cloud model and other cloud facilities and infrastructures to the final users fee [11,12,13]. As the number of users is usually less than costs, so it is more expensive than public cloud but at the same time, it has high privacy, compliance and security [11,12,13].
- **Private Cloud**

It is a part of public clouds which is provided for meeting the clouds computing needs in institutions and organizations. And as the facilities, infrastructures and communication lines are controlled by organization, they have more security. But the main problem in this model is to provide and maintain it which can be solved by using virtual private clouds [11,12,13].

- **Hybrid Cloud**

Which is a combination of public and private clouds. In some necessary times in the one or more domains may use combination of the public cloud and private cloud [11,12,13].

3. **SECURITY**

The protective goals are often the basis of security requirements which must be done by IT systems as general and cloud computing systems as specific. This security purposes are generally performed due to the user needs from service providers. There are 3 basic goals which include protection or confidentiality, integrity and data accuracy. These include the components of security. As these are used in cloud based computing, the user data are almost out of reach and these 3 components must provide relative security for the final user (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Goals of security in cloud computing](image)

Some believe that data inside the organization has more security than outside, but the others believe that the external companies are more motivated in keeping and attracting clients. However, whether the data is external or internal, these 3 components are still having virtual importance. These are described as follow:

3.1. **Confidentiality**

Confidentiality of a system is to ensure the gathering of confidential data and must be defined in data security system as the confidentiality characteristics such as reviewing to make sure that data
can't be available by inconsistencies [14, 15, 16]. Of course, it must be considered that there are differences between access to the data which allowed by the user and those which communicate through network. And, it means that confidential data must be kept secure not only in storage but also exchanging along network. Anyways, it must be possible to recognize and take the data which are completely accurate for its data processing and also running review process (the purpose is to send info in network besides security issues. It must be exchanged real and accurate data which is inevitable) [14, 15, 16, 17].

Generally, for protecting confidentiality of data, encryption and control techniques are used based on strong authentication on data. Data are often moving along dynamic systems (such as hoc networks) and systems which are open essentially (such as systems which are in the platform of internet) [14, 15, 16]. A cloud service provider or server must be able to store data on its server. It must also be allowed to rewrite and copy of data to optimize infrastructure capacities and ensure from necessary efficiency [14, 15, 16]. The processes are usually out of reach of clients and this can be resulted in confidentiality issues and problems. For example, if information were available in different places or stored in domains with security rate, it must be applied suitable security overhead to reach them resulted in improving confidentiality condition.

3.2. Integrity

As system guaranteed the integrity of data, it doesn't manipulate without permission or by using unauthorized method. In another word, an integrated system defines as trusted data and messages which are not revealed by a potential interfere [12, 14, 17, 18]. A cloud computing system should be protected from variability by a third party which pose a risk to the integrity [12, 14, 17, 18]. If integrity is determined as a good for cloud services, not only the cloud system appearance which is accessible by final users but also the internal part must follow it. In a complicated system such as cloud computing system, integrity can be considered a heavy burden for severs who are responsible for meeting the needs of users [12, 14, 17, 18].

3.3. Accuracy

The accuracy of a subject is perceived by tools which determined assurance and validation. It can be considered assurance and validation based on a single identification characteristics. The info is valid in the case that can be identified secure by sender and also can be approved that the changes were impossible as the information are created and distributed [14, 15]. Using security techniques to determine the communication patterns and mechanisms to assure the accuracy of cloud computing are among the basic components of this system. These mechanisms must be able to accept or reject the accuracy of the protected information. None of these shared systems can create or distribute message or data beyond the objects (e.g. protected info) [14, 15]. As the economical agency begins to use cloud services, it must be assured from final users' credibility which is one of the basic and important needs. The issues related to different identification management, is a public issue which must be considered [14, 15].

4. The Methods Of Info Security

Suppose that we want to fragment and divide the available data of a database by using particular methods and also considering their security rate in it. After that the data are put in different domains, we begin to exchange data by using safe communication methods which resulted in increasing security and data confidentiality. It is clear that if data fragmentation is done by considering database analyzing points, it deletes the redundancy. Moreover, we can access to the
desired data by using compound techniques. In the later paragraphs, we note to the methods which include discussed issues about security.

4.1. Data Fragmentation

Suppose a relational database which includes several tables. We want to fragment it by using methods and distribute them in different domains by special mechanisms. The reason is that: the fragmentation of relational database resulted in decreasing in the time of data processing, ease of data manipulation, decrease of complexity, data process distribution and facility of data exchange and distribution [5]. Although, this action will impose additional overhead by considering technical and security matters both for data base server and network for exchanging data technically. But, we do it in order to preserve confidentiality and increase user trust [5]. Here, the fragmented tables are divided in 2 groups:

1- Main data tables.
2- Tables which determine communications (relations).

The relationship among tables is done by external or main keys. The fragmented data must meet 3 main needs before they are stored and distributed in different places [5].

1- Data base must be 3nf before any process. So, each table can be appeared as an independent fragment.
2- The level of confidentiality in tables will determine the importance of available data.
3- The user needs will determine the additional demands related to fragment distribution which can be selected by the user.

In the first item, database normalization process is provided to ensure that non-communication and independency is vital. So, each table must have an independent subject, no redundancy in the stored data, extraneous characteristics which are dependent to the main key and also integrity and compatibility.

In this suggested method, the second important item is to determine the security level which depends on the content that is stored in tables.
Here are the 3 different levels of security (Table 1, Table 2, Table 3)[5]:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emp ID</th>
<th>Credit Card Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ep151</td>
<td>2001 1111 1111 1111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep226</td>
<td>2003 1111 1111 1114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep212</td>
<td>3123 1111 1111 1114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep114</td>
<td>4563 3333 3333 3332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ep167</td>
<td>3454 2222 2222 2212</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: with high security

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project No</th>
<th>Project Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN302</td>
<td>10.000.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN505</td>
<td>21.000.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: with medium security
Tables with high security level include data with high sensitivity such as social security numbers, personal ID numbers or credit card numbers which must be properly secured. In order to decrease security actions, we do the followings:

We store the data in a secure space (local domain) without concealing (means that undoing additional actions on data is performed to preserve them) or put them in an external source while we apply concealing actions on them. In the second item, we apply concealing in all columns. Even the names of entities are stored in as codes to stay away. For example, a user can store different kinds of data as encrypted and with high security. In this case, the invaders wouldn't be able to understand whether the database includes credit card numbers or the other data which have low security level. As the hidden feature is used, its keys must be stored in (domain) space and become available. The problem is that it increases the costs of computing as it must be spent time for revealing before query process for each data [5].

4.2. Data Trust Third Party (TTP)

If server doesn't determine how to access the resources and who has access to the data, they can't properly compute the available capacities for the future users. So, cloud computing providers facilitate user security needs by using a supervision mechanism called third parties on systems and also documentation of the planned procedures to respond data security needs [14], this subject will be more important when the user do not control over cloud infrastructure for example location of data storage and so on[19]. By increasing the use of TTP services in cloud, it is provided the increasing trust in levels and more important layers and also resulted in creating proper solutions to keep security, integrity and accuracy in data and communication validity [20]. Technically and legally, TTP provides reliability which caused desired electronic interactions become extracted, produced and independently documented. It is also provided its service guarantees by legal, technical, financial tools and/or structured income resources [14].

**TTP includes the following items:**

- Security or confidentiality up and down
- Server/Client authentication
- Creating secure domains
- Distributed data encryption
- Authentication based on certificate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ZIP</th>
<th>City</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN302</td>
<td>City A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN505</td>
<td>City B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN211</td>
<td>City C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN326</td>
<td>City D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EN400</td>
<td>City E</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: with low security
4.3. Fragmented data in secure space

In a cloud environment, there are many approaches focus to the problem of data fragmentation security [21]. Providing secure space for data which exchange in network is a complicated and sophisticated process. It is as the attack for creating changes on data and info in one side and applying interval in their exchanges in the other side, are still increasing. For data which become fragmented and put in different domains, we can use Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) which resulted in applying secure communications through IPSec or SSL. IPSec is one of the network protocols which provide the possibility of sending and receiving preserved packages as secure [14]. IPSec often can provide data security and validation and in some cases the possibility of validation [22]. SSL protocol provides point to point encryption by using interactions between two applications. It can also be used TCP/IP protocol for authentication of server and client and encrypted communication channel among them. For connecting applications which situated in different domains, the SSL is anticipated on browsers and there is no need to install applications in client service anymore [14].

In a cloud environment, an authentication server (service provider) is necessary for interaction. It must be involved all levels which included physical infrastructures servers, virtual server, user environment and network facilities. We can use an authentication provider to increase credibility which supports PKI. At the other sides, by using single sign on (SSO) and Light Weight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP), we can use the advantages of top-secured environments to create communication and authentication [14]. In order to use different services, users shouldn't have to authenticate themselves, repeatedly. And, as distributed data are available in different domains, it is highly possible that in a demand, different data were used from different domains. so, inter-domain servers have to be used SSO techniques to prevent repeated login and log out. Federations will lead us to an efficient secure environment by using PKI and LDAP techniques, simultaneously. Federations are legal entities which applied shared security roles and agreements to access on-line resources. In another words, it is a legal structure which provides authentication and access permission through different organizations [23]. In a presented idea, due to the essence of it which placed different data in different domains by considering their security levels, cloud infrastructures can be organized to domains with separated security issues. The federation clouds are single clouds which can interact with each other. It means that they can exchange data. They can also apply specified connectors to use each other computing resources.

The necessity of different encryption for distributed data cause that data become indiscoverable for those who don't allow having access. In return, this access is provided for the authenticated users. In a cloud environment, the connection between resources and users are often dynamic as ad hoc networks. Most servers, resources and users are not in a secure domain. The users are usually identified by using their features and characteristics instead of their identification before. So, previous identified models which acted based on access control model aren't effective and decision making to control access must be done by features [24].

4.4. Using applied security methods in Client/Server model of database server

As noted before, the cloud computing model is a combination of old computing models. So, by considering this point, we can also apply secure technology and techniques as security strategies. As main database servers provide their services to users by using servers such as Oracle and SQL, we can also use applied security methods in them. An outstanding sample is SQL Azure which most features of it which includes security features was inspired from used SQL server in 2005 and 2008 Windows. For example, it can be noted to the authentication section in which Azure Windows database do authentication in each time of user connection to database (asking for
username and password). Of course, some changes are done based on requirements. In Client/Server model, we can generally use 3 basic parts to create secure space: 1-Security in platform and network 2-Security of database objects 3-Security of the used applications in the environment [25,26].

In database object security such as security methods which are used in database server of Client/Server model, it can be used its optimized forms in cloud computing and note to the followings:

4.4.1 User management

In this part, it can be noted to the security items such as choosing secure password (choose passwords by considering related issues such as compound using of characters), centralized user management, strong authentication, proxy authentication and secure configuration basics which each of the above-mentioned can increase the level of security and its sub-groups [27,28,29].

4.4.2 Access Control

Access control is one of the important issues related to the security in different cases which include subjects such as privileged user controls, controlling database, when, where, who and how to access data and related applications to database, determining row and column level security, multi-level security and data classifications which can do changes based on cloud environment needs and optimized use of previous achievement [27,28,29].

4.4.3 Masking and Encryption

Procedures related to encryption are popular from ancient era to keep the data secure. A lot of works had been doing in this issue, from Cesar encryption method which already decode in a twinkling of an eye to the most modern of them which takes a million years to reveal.

It can also be noted to the cases such as data such as data encryption in network space (input and output data of database which exchange based on encryption standards such as RC4, DES, AES and also SSL techniques), data masking (when we want to transmit sensitive data from an environment which created to the other one to improve applications, test and data analyses) [30], export encryption (in most database server, the possibility of data input and output as encrypted is provided which can be used in credit cards) and back up encryption (not only the data must be encrypted during usage but also when backing up in external storage of media, they must be encrypted) [27,28,29].

4.4.4 Monitoring

Monitoring is one of the main involved parts of the data base server. This service provides the possibility of monitoring of the related applications and interactions on data base effectively [30]. It can be noted to the main parts of monitoring such as database auditing (which usually include auditing records such as auditing procedures, users actions, time and date), fine grained auditing (this technique was introduced by Oracle9i for the first time and provide auditing based on security), audit consolidation, reporting and alerts (considering authentication, priorities, the possibility of access to data auditing, reports and messages will be available) and secure configuration scanning [27,28,29].
5. CONCLUSION

As we noted, one of the most important reason of efforts for promoting security in cloud computing is to assure final users to use resources in a secure and trusted environments. The final user can be a real person, institution or a legal organization. At the other hand, the citizens of a country have more trust to their governments psychologically as the governments have legal commitments toward their nations. So, it must be an idea here, if the main server is out of a geographical border of a country, it can be reached an agreement (creating cloud federation) to input high secured data in internal domain and output lower secured data in external domain (between internal and external server of that country). In some cases, it is possible that dominated rules and regulations on cyber space of a third country made more support of data security than the country itself or the country in which the server is situated (e.g. Switzerland Banks in banking issues). In these cases, if the server company and the company located in the third country are in a same federation, they can exchange data with each other. Any ways, as in most countries, there is a national intranet network, putting all data or data with high importance in internal domain can provide security in maximum level physically. And finally, putting data in security ranking domain along with preferable private and trusted lines and also using encrypted protocols will guarantee integrity, accuracy and data confidentiality. In all these cases, we need fragmented data in different spaces, so after distributing data with noted methods, we can have the secure connection by using secure connection techniques. Consequently, using applied secure features in old computing systems, we can multiply the trust of cloud computing usage for the final users.
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